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Theatre
Impressions

100,000

Sector

Theatre

Geography

Manchester, UK

Product Type

Flooring, Special Builds, Staging

Service Type

Logistics + Installation

Client Rating

5/5

Background
Awarded as the Theatre of The Year, certified as a 5-star Excellence Entertainment
Provider and known as one of the most-loved and most distinctive theatres in Britain –
our client does not stop to surprise and amaze their audience.
Their ambitious attitude for theatrical excellence and growth is an inspiration to many
people. Located in Manchester, the theatre has set a new direction and intends to
become the centre of excellence for the entertainment industry in Britain.
With this in mind, our client prepares to win a greater share of the highly competitive
entertainment and storytelling industry.

Needs and Goals

Challenges

Their goal was to create attention and
deliver one of the greatest shows seen. They
needed to impress everyone and deliver
an experience which both the viewers and
the press should love. Next to that, it had to
create profits. How could this be achieved?

Having agreed to showcase their play, the
Theatre had a short time to plan and prepare
the whole show. What had to be prevented at
all times were delays.

The theatre introduced a classic play written
by famous play writer Arthur Miller known
as “All My Sons”. The play concerns a 1947
African American drama and true story in
Ohio.
To deliver the perfect experience, the show
needed to be setup with the right theme and
stage design, including furniture, flooring,
lighting and realistic looking plants.
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Going through a number of different
graphics and display providers, it was
difficult to find a reputable organisation
which could deliver all solutions within 10
days.
One of the greatest challenges was to setup
the full scene under a very tight budget.
Keeping the costs minimal is a common
approach, however, delivering a high quality
experience requires another.
This is when they found us.

Churchill Point/Churchill Way, Manchester M17 1BS

Approach
We made sure that we understood our
client’s requirements perfectly well. We had
enough information already during the first
discussion and already began planning. We
chose high quality materials which stayed
within their budget.
Once we have optimised the image files, we
colour managed the whole process while
making an extra effort to understand the
context of the play as well as the feelings it
would create for the audience.
One of the best solutions included our Easi
Floor Range – graphics which are based
on long lasting and highly durable floor
materials. These cost-effective floor graphics
delivered the best possible quality for their
budget and helped to create the perfect
theme for ‘All My Sons’.
Next to great lighting effects and furniture
which resembled a style of the 1940s, we
have designed and produced realistic
imitations of plants and leafs to help the
audience feel engaged.
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Results
Our Client reached their goal. The play was not only positively perceived, it was followed
by hundreds of outstanding reviews.
The stage design and theme contributed to creating an atmosphere which the audience
loved and the performance of the actors could have not been better.
Theatre guides, blogs, forums, review sites, popular magazines and newspapers all took
their time to be part and report of this experience.

Our Partner
rate us:

5/5

Our Client
rate us:

5/5
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Within a few days, thousands of people have rated the play as excellent and after a month
impressions broke the hundred thousand mark.
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Installation and Display Specialist who offers the most flexible and quality controlled in-house
service from printing, artworking and finishing to logistics and events. All clients benefit
from a wide range of extra-mile services and support including loyalty schemes, colour
management, opportunities to save costs and 24-hour production cycles.
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is a multi-accredited, customer-focused and high-quality driven Large Graphics,
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full stage and graphics service
for theatres and events

All projects ca
n include artw
orking, colour
and are based
manag
on an ISO 9001
quality managem ement
system to get it
ent
right the first tim
e.
If you need som
eone who unde
rstands theatre
and delivers on
and play,
ly the best qual
ity - contact us
now.
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